“Flowstop” Check valve PN 10
Technical information

Tender specification:
Oventrop check valve “Flowstop” PN 10, up to 120 °C.
Automatically operating check valve for the direct connection at
the inlet of the circulation pump.
Facility for emergency opening of the valve with the help of a
screwdriver, for instance for gravity operation.
Connection: Flanged connection to the pump and G 1 male
threaded connection to the pipework
Application:
Pipework with circulation pump, such as hot water central
heating systems with circulation pump.
Bivalent heating or hot water preparation systems.
Hot water preparation or storage using separate boilers.
Temperature up to 120 °C.
When installing the check valve, an opening pressure of about
20 mbar (~ 200 mm WG) must be observed.

“Flowstop”

Function:
Oventrop check valves automatically prevent unwanted gravity
circulation in the pipework.
The automatic check valve which closes immediately after loss
of pressure of the circulation pump, can be opened manually for
deaeration of the system or in the event of a breakdown, such
as failure of the pump. The now available gravity circulation
normally suffices to prevent freezing of the system.
The check valve is installed in the direction of flow at the
pump inlet. This special type of installation prevents an
accumulation of air in the pump in case of failure of the latter.
The circulation pump remains filled with water so that dry
running is impossible.
Body made of brass, valve disc made of temperature-resistant
plastic, stainless steel spring.
Flanged connection to the pump and male threaded connection
to the pipework (type SFA).
Advantages:
Oventrop check valves can be directly connected to the
circulation pump. As a result, additional sealing points (and
potential leak sources) are eliminated and a lower overall length
of the coupled components is achieved.
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Performance data
Zeta values related to the inner pipe diameter according to DIN
2440.

In order to avoid an accumulation of air in the pump in case of
failure of the latter, a vertical installation is recommended. A
horizontal installation is possible, too.
Note:
When the circulation pump is switched off, a low gravity
circulation depending on the circulation pressure is still possible
within the heating system as the check valve is not tight sealing.
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Pressure loss ∆p [Pascal]

Pressure loss ∆p [mbar]

Installation at the pump inlet:
DN 25

Item no. 1070408 type SFA
Installation example

Flow rate V· [l/s]
Performance data
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